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PURPOSE. To quantify changes in retinal microvasculature in diabetic retinopathy (DR) by using
spectral-domain optical coherence tomography angiography (SD-OCTA).

METHODS. Retrospective, cross-sectional, observational study of healthy and diabetic adult
subjects with and without DR. Retinal microvascular changes were assessed by using SD-
OCTA images and an intensity-based optical microangiography algorithm. A semiautomated
program was used to calculate indices of microvascular density and morphology in
nonsegmented and segmented SD-OCTA images. Microvascular density was quantified by
using skeleton density (SD) and vessel density (VD), while vessel morphology was quantified
as fractal dimension (FD) and vessel diameter index (VDI). Statistical analyses were performed
by using the Student’s t-test or analysis of variance with post hoc Tukey honest significant
difference tests for multiple comparisons.

RESULTS. Eighty-four eyes with DR and 14 healthy eyes were studied. Spearman’s rank test
demonstrated a negative correlation between DR severity and SD, VD, and FD, and a positive
correlation with VDI (q ¼ �0.767, �0.7166, �0.768, and þ0.5051, respectively; P <
0.0001). All parameters showed high reproducibility between graders (ICC ¼ 0.971, 0.962,
0.937, and 0.994 for SD, VD, FD, and VDI, respectively). Repeatability (j) was greater than
0.99 for SD, VD, FD, and VDI.

CONCLUSIONS. Vascular changes in DR can be objectively and reliably characterized with SD,
VD, FD, and VDI. In general, decreasing capillary density (SD and VD), branching complexity
(FD), and increasing average vascular caliber (VDI) were associated with worsening DR.
Changes in capillary density and morphology were significantly correlated with diabetic
macular edema.

Keywords: optical coherence tomography angiography, diabetic retinopathy, quantitative
analysis, vessel density, vessel morphology

Diabetic retinopathy (DR) remains a leading cause of visual
impairment and blindness in the world.1–3 Spectral-domain

optical coherence tomography angiography (SD-OCTA) is a
novel modality that safely, quickly, and noninvasively demon-
strates the retinal microvasculature with resolution that
exceeds fluorescein angiography (FA).4–8 Qualitative assess-
ments of retinal vascular changes in subjects with DR have
shown that OCTA can demonstrate impaired capillary perfu-
sion, intraretinal microvascular anomalies, neovascularization,
as well as some types of microaneurysms and intraretinal fluid
with equal or better resolution than conventional FA.9–14 In
addition to these qualitative findings, OCTA offers a significant
advantage for quantitative and objective assessments.

Fluorescein angiography or color fundus photographs have
been used to establish quantitative indices of perfusion in
DR.15–22 However, these imaging modalities do not resolve
retinal capillaries reliably7 and cannot detect subtle changes.23

Quantification of retinal perfusion using OCTA has been
reported in normal subjects4,24 and retinal vascular dis-

ease.9,12,25–32 Various measures of vessel density (VD) in
particular have been investigated in several preliminary studies
using different OCTA devices and processing algorithms.
Matsunaga et al.4 have measured VD parameters in five healthy
subjects by using swept-source OCTA (SS-OCTA) and optical
microangiography (OMAG) algorithm. Jia et al.26 have used SS-
OCTA and split-spectrum amplitude-decorrelation algorithm
(SSADA) to localize and quantify the area of choroidal
neovascularization in five subjects with age-related macular
degeneration. Hwang et al.33 have measured vessel densities
within a para- and perifoveal ring in 12 diabetic subjects by
using SS-OCTA and SSADA. Finally, Agemy et al.34 have
investigated retinal capillary perfusion density in DR with
skeletonized SD-OCTA images processed with SSADA.

In addition to these vascular density measurements, other
parameters that describe microvascular morphology may also
be useful in assessing retinal vascular changes, including fractal
dimension (FD) and vessel diameter index (VDI). Fractal
dimension was first explored by using OCTA in the study by
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Reif et al.,35 which investigated the complexity of the
vasculature in a mouse ear. These parameters have not been
described in applications to the retinal vasculature with OCTA.
In this study we used an SD-OCTA device with intensity-based
OMAG algorithm to quantify retinal vascular density in healthy
and diabetic subjects, as well as FD and VDI by using OCTA
imaging of the retina. We showed that these parameters
correlate with severity of disease and provide novel and
complementary information about the changing status of the
microvasculature in DR.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

The study was conducted by following the principles outlined
in the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the institutional
review board of the University of Southern California (USC).
Informed consent was obtained from each subject. All eyes
were imaged at the USC Eye Institute or affiliated clinics from
November 2014 to September 2015. Healthy and diabetic
subjects were included in the study if OCT signal was of
sufficient quality for analysis. Diabetic retinopathy severity was
graded on the basis of clinical examination and categorized
into mild nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy (NPDR),
moderate NPDR, severe NPDR, and proliferative diabetic
retinopathy (PDR) on the basis of the modified Airlie House/
Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) crite-
ria.36,37 In several cases, DR severity was clinically assessed as
mild–moderate or moderate–severe NPDR; in these cases, the
subjects were placed in the mild or severe NPDR category,

respectively. Patients with other retinal vascular disease were
excluded.

Spectral-domain OCTA data was acquired with a Cirrus
(Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA, USA) prototype with a
central wavelength of 840 nm and a scan speed of 68,000 A-
scans per second. At least one 333-mm scan centered on the
fovea was taken in each eye of interest. An OMAG algorithm
was used to generate full-thickness en face OCTA images.4,35

An automated segmentation algorithm produced three
horizontal depth-resolved slabs consisting of the superficial
retinal layer (SRL), encompassing the superficial 60% of retina
extending from the inner limiting membrane (ILM) to 110 lm
above the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE); the deep retinal
layer (DRL), extending through the remaining 40% of the
thickness between the ILM and RPE; and the outer retinal
layer, extending from 110 lm above the RPE to the external
limiting membrane. A full-thickness slab extending from the
ILM to the RPE was also used in a single nonsegmented
analysis. This segmentation algorithm was based on recent
immunohistologic studies of the human retinal vasculature,
demonstrating the presence of distinct capillary plexuses that
can be divided into superficial and deeper networks.38 The
scan location and segmentation scheme have been described
before (see Supplementary Fig. S1 for example segmenta-
tion).4,14

Evaluation of B-scans and structural en face images was used
to determine whether areas of hypo- or hyperreflectivity were
artifactual (e.g., due to floaters) or real (e.g., due to intraretinal
fluid or hard exudates) (see Supplementary Figs. S2–S6 for the
B scans and structural en face images corresponding to
representative OCTA images). Any images with significant
artifactual components were excluded from the study to avoid
confounding of quantitative analysis due to blockage of OCT
signal by floaters, eyelashes, motion, or other artifacts. In
addition, any images with significant segmentation errors due
to pathology were excluded from the study. All images with
areas of nonartifactual hypo- or hyperreflectivity on OCTA (i.e.,
due to pathology such as edema or exudates) remained in the
study analysis.

A custom semiautomated algorithm was developed and
used to quantify several parameters that describe retinal
vascular density and morphology. These parameters are the
skeleton density (SD), VD, FD, and VDI. To quantify these
parameters, the grayscale 2D en face SD-OCTA image was
first converted into an 8-bit image (586 3 585 pixels),
encompassing a 333-mm area around the fovea (1 pixel »
5.13 3 5.13 lm2). This image was converted into a binary
image by using a three-way combined method consisting of a
global threshold, hessian filter, and adaptive threshold in
MATLAB (R2013b; MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). First,
an area within the foveal avascular zone was selected three
times with a circle of fixed radius (50 pixels) to establish the
baseline signal-to-noise ratio for the global thresholding (Fig.
1A). The image was then processed with a top-hat filter with
window size of 12 pixels (Fig. 1B). This image was then
separately processed to create two distinct binarized images:
one created with application of hessian filter, and the other
created through median adaptive thresholding. Lastly, the
two resulting binarized vessel maps were combined to form
the final binarized image (Fig. 1C). Only pixels that were
detected on both binarized versions (hessian filter and
adaptive threshold) were included in the final binarized
image. A similar binarization method has been described by
Reif et al.35

After acquiring the binary image (Fig. 1C), VD was
calculated as a unitless proportion of the total image area
occupied by the detected OCTA signal (binarized as white
pixels) compared to total area of retina (total number of pixels)

FIGURE 1. Representative SD-OCTA and postprocessed images illus-
trating the semiautomated analysis algorithm. (A) Original, non-
segmented SD-OCTA image. Yellow circles demonstrate the manually
selected area that was used as global thresholding. (B) Top-hat filtered
image. (C) A binarized image was obtained by using combined adaptive
threshold and hessian filter. This image was used for quantification of
vessel density. (D) A skeletonized image was obtained by iteratively
deleting the pixels in the outer boundary of the binarized image until 1
pixel remained along the width direction of the vessels. This image was
used for calculation of skeleton density. The yellow scale bar in (A)
shows a distance of 500 lm. This scale applies to (A–D).
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depicted in the binarized image as follows:

VD ¼
ðRn

ði;jÞBði;jÞÞ
2

ðRn

ði;jÞXði;jÞÞ
2
;

where B(i,j) represents pixels occupied by blood vessels (white
pixels in the binarized image) and X(i,j) are all pixels in the
binarized image. The pixel coordinates (i,j) in this case refer to
the pixels in the binarized OCTA image (assuming an image
with N 3 N pixel array). The summation notations for B(i,j) and
X(i,j) are squared because they are two-dimensional areas
within the image (occupying both length and width in the
image space).

Skeletonized images were created by iteratively deleting the
pixels in the outer boundary of the binarized, white-pixelated
vasculature until 1 pixel remained along the width direction of
the vessels (Fig. 1D). Therefore, SD represents the length of
blood vessel (pixels/pixels2) based on the skeletonized SD-
OCTA image, calculated as follows:

SD ¼
Rn

ði;jÞLði;jÞ

ðRn

ði;jÞXði;jÞÞ
2
;

where L(i,j) represents pixels occupied by blood vessel length
(white pixels in the skeletonized image) and X(i,j) are all pixels
in the skeletonized image (Fig. 1D). The pixel coordinates (i,j)
in this case refer to the pixels in the skeletonized OCTA image
(assuming an image with N 3 N pixel array). In this case, the
summation notations for L(i,j) is not squared because this is a
one-dimensional measurement of only length within the
skeletonized image. However, X(i,j) is still squared to account
for the two-dimensionality of the skeletonized image as a
whole. Fractal dimension of each skeletonized image could
then be calculated by using the box-counting method, as
described previously.35 Fractal dimension provides an index of
the branching complexity of the capillary network.

The VDI was calculated by using the binary blood vessel
image and the skeleton image to yield the average vessel caliber
in the SD-OCTA image (pixels) as follows:

VDI ¼
ðRn

ði;jÞBði;jÞÞ
2

Rn

ði;jÞLði;jÞ
;

where B(i,j) represents pixels occupied by vessel area (two-
dimensional white pixels representing both length and width
in the binarized image, Fig. 1C) and L(i,j) are pixels occupied by

blood vessel length (one-dimensional white pixels representing
length in the skeletonized image, Fig. 1D).

Skeleton density, VD, FD, and VDI were determined for both
segmented SD-OCTA images (SRL and DRL) and nonsegmented
SD-OCTA images. All images were independently analyzed and
compared among healthy and diabetic subjects by two masked
graders. All results were compared between investigators by
using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). The analysis
from one grader was repeated twice to calculate the
repeatability (j). Results from one grader were reported in
this study as the mean and standard deviation for all eyes.
Statistical analysis was performed by using the Student’s t-test
or analysis of variance (ANOVA) with post hoc Tukey honest
significant difference (HSD) tests for multiple comparisons. A P

< 0.05 was accepted as significant. Power analysis was
conducted for each group comparison within the nonseg-
mented image analysis. SPSS software (version 22; IBM Corp.,
Chicago, IL, USA) and MATLAB software (R2013b) were used
for all statistical analyses. Graphs were created by using
Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corp., Seattle, WA, USA).

RESULTS

Of a total of 116 eyes imaged for the study, 14 eyes (12%) were
excluded from the final study group owing to poor OCTA
image quality. An additional four eyes were excluded owing to
presence of other retinal disease. Fifty patients with DR (84
eyes) and eight healthy subjects with no prior ophthalmologic
or medical history (14 eyes) were included in this study.
Pertinent demographic data are shown in Table 1. Subjects
within the healthy and DR-only groups were not significantly
different in age and sex distribution.

Figure 2 shows representative nonsegmented SD-OCTA
images and postprocessed images used for data analysis for a
healthy eye and eyes with increasing severity of DR. Higher
magnification images are shown in Supplementary Figures 2
through 6 for reference. In general, binarized images and
skeletonized images both demonstrated areas of vascular
abnormalities more clearly than the raw SD-OCTA images.
Gross examination of the skeletonized and binarized images
showed progressively more abnormal retinal vasculature with
increasing severity of DR, seen as decreased capillary density
and decreased branching within the capillary beds (Figs. 2A–L).
These qualitative findings were supported by quantitative
findings of decreasing SD and VD with increasing severity of
DR. In addition, the FD of the images progressively decreased
with increasing severity of DR. Vessel diameter index increased

TABLE 1. Demographics of Healthy and Diabetic Subjects

Subject Characteristics Healthy

Diabetic Retinopathy

Mild NPDR Severe NPDR PDR

No. of subjects, n 8 17 10 23

No. of eyes 14 32 16 36

Male:female 5:3 12:5 6:4 12:11

Age, mean 6 SD, y 45.5 6 10.4 49.8 6 16.9 49.3 6 6.2 54.7 6 10.8

Age range, y 34–63 26–77 41–61 34–76

Duration of diabetes, mean 6 SD, y – 16.2 6 12.3* 7.7 6 4.8† 20.7 6 12.4‡

Last recorded HbA1C, mean 6 SD, % – 6.95 6 0.90§ 9.89 6 2.45* 9.05 6 2.43j j
Time since last HbA1C, mean 6 SD, y – 0.51 6 0.40* 0.30 6 0.29§ 1.11 6 2.00j j
Hypertension prevalence 0.25 (n ¼ 2) 0.41 (n ¼ 7) 0.80 (n ¼ 8) 0.74 (n ¼ 17)

Dyslipidemia prevalence 0.13 (n ¼ 1) 0.47 (n ¼ 8) 0.80 (n ¼ 8) 0.43 (n ¼ 10)

DME prevalence – 0.25 (8 eyes) 0.81 (13 eyes) 0.67 (24 eyes)

Patient data not available in *1 case, †3 cases, ‡5 cases, §2 cases, and j j12 cases. HbA1C, hemoglobin A1C; HTN, hypertensive; SD, standard
deviation. DME, diabetic macular edema; NPDR, nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy; PDR, proliferative diabetic retinopathy.
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with progressively worsening DR. Overall, SD, VD, and FD
progressively decreased while VDI progressively increased
with increasing DR severity compared to healthy eyes. These
comparisons were statistically significant for all parameters
when comparing healthy eyes to those with severe NPDR or
PDR, and when comparing mild NPDR with severe NPDR or
PDR. Data for all eyes from segmented and nonsegmented
OCTA images are shown in Table 2 and graphically depicted in
Figures 3A through 3D. ANOVA results for each group
comparison are shown in Table 3.

To determine if the findings in SD, VD, FD, and VDI among
diabetic subjects were specific to any particular retinal layer,
we performed a similar analysis on segmented SD-OCTA. For
this analysis, the same parameters were measured on the SRL
or DRL rather than on the full-thickness retinal slab. This
analysis showed that subjects with mild NPDR had significantly
lower SD, VD, and FD in the SRL than those with healthy eyes.
The DRL vasculature did not show any significant differences
for any of the parameters. Subjects with severe NPDR had
significantly lower SD, VD, and FD and significantly higher VDI
than those with healthy eyes in the SRL. Within the DRL, only
the SD was found to be significantly lower when comparing

mild NPDR or PDR to healthy eyes. All subjects with PDR had
significantly lower SD, VD, and FD values and significantly
higher VDI than those with healthy eyes or mild NPDR eyes
regardless of segmentation. Severe NPDR and PDR eyes
showed no significant differences in SD, VD, FD, or VDI
regardless of segmentation. Figure 3 graphically summarizes
the results from all groups.

We hypothesized that the changes in some of the vascular
parameters may be related to the presence or absence of diabetic
macular edema (DME). To determine whether any of the
parameters correlate with the presence of DME, we compared
eyes with DME and those without DME among subjects with the
same DR severity (Table 4). Among eyes with mild NPDR, 25%
(8/32) had DME (Table 1) and these showed significantly lower
SD, VD, and FD in the SRL and DRL, and significantly higher VDI
in the DRL. In the nonsegmented comparison, only the FD was
significantly different. In the severe NPDR category, 81% (13/16)
of the eyes had DME, and only the VDI in the DRL was
significantly greater than that of eyes with severe NPDR without
DME. In the PDR group, 67% (24/36) of eyes had DME and these
eyes were not significantly different compared to those eyes with
PDR without DME regardless of segmentation.

FIGURE 2. Nonsegmented SD-OCTA images with quantitative image outputs of representative subjects in 333-mm areas around the fovea. En face
representations of retinal perfusion can be viewed as (A–D) 2D grayscale SD-OCTA images of retinal vasculature, with selection of noise
thresholding marked with yellow in the foveal avascular zone. (E–H) Contrast-enhanced binarized and (I–L) skeletonized images of retinal perfusion
around the macula corresponding to the group labeled in each column. The yellow scale bar in (A) shows a distance of 500 lm. This scale applies
to (A–L).
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Spearman’s rank test was conducted to confirm the correla-
tion of DR severity and the four quantitative indices. Skeleton
density, VD, and FD each demonstrated negative correlation,
while VDI demonstrated positive correlation with DR severity (q
¼�0.767, �0.7166, �0.768, and þ0.5051, respectively; all P <
0.0001). All parameters showed high reproducibility between
graders with ICC of 0.971, 0.962, 0.937, and 0.994, for SD, VD,
FD, and VDI, respectively. The analysis from one grader was

repeated twice to calculate the repeatability (j ¼ 0.997, 0.996,
0.996, and 0.999 for SD, VD, FD, and VDI, respectively).

The power was at least 96.2% for all the pairs in which
significant differences were detected within the nonsegmented
analysis except for the VDI analysis of mild NPDR versus severe
NPDR, which was 78.7% (Table 5). Comparisons in which no
significance was detected were underpowered (<42.8%),
likely owing to the small sample size of severe NPDR eyes.

TABLE 2. Quantitative Analysis Results for Each Study Group and Segmentation Scheme

Healthy Mild NPDR Severe NPDR PDR

Skeleton density

SRL 0.098 6 0.003 0.087 6 0.008 0.078 6 0.013 0.074 6 0.009

DRL 0.104 6 0.003 0.102 6 0.004 0.096 6 0.014 0.094 6 0.009

Non-seg 0.102 6 0.005 0.094 6 0.008 0.082 6 0.010 0.077 6 0.011

Vessel density

SRL 0.426 6 0.019 0.382 6 0.039 0.349 6 0.056 0.333 6 0.040

DRL 0.433 6 0.009 0.425 6 0.015 0.406 6 0.051 0.399 6 0.039

Non-seg 0.423 6 0.020 0.395 6 0.036 0.350 6 0.042 0.332 6 0.046

Fractal dimension

SRL 1.717 6 0.006 1.695 6 0.018 1.673 6 0.038 1.665 6 0.026

DRL 1.730 6 0.004 1.726 6 0.007 1.713 6 0.035 1.712 6 0.020

Non-seg 1.722 6 0.008 1.708 6 0.015 1.680 6 0.027 1.670 6 0.030

Vessel diameter index

SRL 4.342 6 0.066 4.406 6 0.114 4.467 6 0.081 4.507 6 0.137

DRL 4.153 6 0.163 4.162 6 0.077 4.247 6 0.136 4.251 6 0.099

Non-seg 4.160 6 0.054 4.188 6 0.109 4.269 6 0.073 4.298 6 0.102

The skeleton density, vessel density, fractal dimension, and vessel diameter index are each reported as mean value 6 1 standard deviation for the
SRL, DRL, and Non-seg. Non-seg, nonsegmented layer.

FIGURE 3. Quantitative analysis of microvascular density and morphology on SD-OCTA images. Graphs of mean skeleton density (A), vessel density
(B), fractal dimension (C), and vessel diameter index (D) of normal eyes and eyes affected by mild NPDR, severe NPDR, and PDR. Retinal perfusion
indices were quantified in a 333-mm area over the macula by using MATLAB software and a novel quantitative algorithm as described in the
Methods. Comparisons of these indices showed decreases in SD, VD, and FD along with increases in VDI in any stage of DR when compared to
normal eyes. *P < 0.05.
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DISCUSSION

This study quantitatively characterized the retinal vasculature
among healthy and diabetic subjects by using objective
measures of retinal vascular density and morphology that are

derived from an intensity-based OMAG algorithm on a
prototype SD-OCTA platform. Our previous studies have
demonstrated that OCTA provides a high-resolution imaging
platform for assessing microvascular density in healthy
subjects4 as well as retinal vascular pathology in DR.10 The
current study demonstrated that both qualitative and quanti-
tative changes in vascular density and morphology are useful
for assessing the clinical severity of DR. Characteristic changes
of impaired capillary perfusion in DR can be objectively
characterized by using SD and VD. The complexity of capillary
branching can be reliably characterized with FD. Changes in
the overall distribution of capillary size can be evaluated with
the average VDI calculated for that particular area of the retina,
which may indicate real widening of the retinal capillaries, a
larger contribution of larger vessel diameters due to loss of
capillary flow, or both. In general, progressively decreasing
capillary density (SD and VD), branching complexity (FD), and
progressively increasing average vascular caliber (VDI) were
observed in eyes with worsening DR regardless of the
segmentation scheme used (Fig. 3). In addition, there was a
significant correlation between measures of capillary density
and morphology and the presence of DME, suggesting that
these measures may be predictive of DME.

While raw SD-OCTA provides high-resolution images of the
retinal microvasculature, our study showed that a schematized
representation of nonsegmented images, using either a
binarized or skeletonized image, can qualitatively highlight
subtle changes in retinal vasculature that are not as easily
evident in the early stages of DR (Figs. 2B, 2F, 2J). In addition,
the magnitude of changes were much easier to identify in more
advanced stages of DR (Figs. 2D, 2H, 2L). It is notable that this
was true even for nonsegmented images, which are shown in
Figure 2. Our results demonstrated increasing impairment of
perfusion both in the density and overall complexity of the
microvasculature as a result of DR, even within a limited 333-
mm window centered on the fovea and nonsegmented
analysis. Specifically, we observed statistically significant
differences in all parameters when comparing healthy eyes to
those with severe NPDR or PDR in the nonsegmented analysis.
We also observed statistically significant differences for all
parameters when comparing mild NPDR with severe NPDR or

TABLE 3. Results of ANOVA With Post Hoc Tukey HSD Tests

Skeleton

Density

Vessel

Density

Fractal

Dimension

Vessel

Diameter

Index

Healthy vs. mild NPDR

SRL 0.001* 0.005* 0.026* 0.304

DRL 0.852 0.880 0.919 0.994

Non-seg 0.061 0.128 0.252 0.797

Healthy vs. severe NPDR

SRL 0.001* 0.001* 0.001* 0.017*

DRL 0.037* 0.131 0.085 0.100

Non-seg 0.001* 0.001* 0.001* 0.013*

Healthy vs. PDR

SRL 0.001* 0.001* 0.001* 0.001*

DRL 0.001* 0.009* 0.018* 0.029*

Non-seg 0.001* 0.001* 0.001* 0.001*

Mild NPDR vs. severe NPDR

SRL 0.019* 0.055 0.021* 0.296

DRL 0.079 0.256 0.133 0.065

Non-seg 0.001* 0.002* 0.001* 0.034*

Mild NPDR vs. PDR

SRL 0.001* 0.001* 0.001* 0.002*

DRL 0.001* 0.009* 0.016* 0.007*

Non-seg 0.001* 0.001* 0.001* 0.001*

Severe NPDR vs. PDR

SRL 0.402 0.529 0.727 0.647

DRL 0.850 0.889 0.996 0.999

Non-seg 0.312 0.438 0.449 0.744

All comparisons were made within the same segmentation. *P <
0.05.

TABLE 4. Quantitative Analysis of Eyes With and Without DME

Mild NPDR,

No DME,

24 Eyes

Mild NPDR

With DME,

8 Eyes

Severe NPDR,

No DME,

3 Eyes

Severe NPDR

With DME,

13 Eyes

PDR,

No DME,

12 Eyes

PDR

With DME,

24 Eyes

Skeleton density

SRL 0.089 6 0.007 0.079 6 0.009* 0.089 6 0.008 0.076 6 0.012 0.073 6 0.009 0.074 6 0.010

DRL 0.103 6 0.002 0.099 6 0.006* 0.103 6 0.003 0.094 6 0.015 0.096 6 0.004 0.093 6 0.011

Non-seg 0.096 6 0.006 0.090 6 0.011 0.087 6 0.004 0.079 6 0.014 0.078 6 0.006 0.077 6 0.013

Vessel density

SRL 0.393 6 0.032 0.348 6 0.042* 0.394 6 0.030 0.339 6 0.056 0.332 6 0.035 0.333 6 0.043

DRL 0.428 6 0.007 0.415 6 0.026* 0.422 6 0.005 0.403 6 0.057 0.408 6 0.015 0.394 6 0.047

Non-seg 0.410 6 0.030 0.379 6 0.048 0.368 6 0.004 0.034 6 0.060 0.335 6 0.028 0.330 6 0.054

Fractal dimension

SRL 1.700 6 0.013 1.678 6 0.022* 1.701 6 0.017 1.666 6 0.039 1.664 6 0.021 1.665 6 0.028

DRL 1.728 6 0.004 1.720 6 0.011* 1.729 6 0.006 1.709 6 0.038 1.717 6 0.006 1.709 6 0.024

Non-seg 1.711 6 0.011 1.699 6 0.021* 1.694 6 0.005 1.672 6 0.041 1.673 6 0.016 1.668 6 0.036

Vessel diameter index

SRL 4.400 6 0.115 4.423 6 0.116 4.411 6 0.065 4.480 6 0.081 4.549 6 0.164 4.486 6 0.119

DRL 4.144 6 0.070 4.216 6 0.077* 4.095 6 0.135 4.282 6 0.114* 4.263 6 0.106 4.246 6 0.098

Non-seg 4.406 6 0.114 4.208 6 0.111 4.237 6 0.114 4.272 6 0.056 4.320 6 0.130 4.285 6 0.083

Values are reported as mean value 6 1 standard deviation. *P < 0.05.
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PDR. Unfortunately, we did not have an isolated cohort of
subjects with moderate NPDR in our study population.
Therefore, we could not include that group in our analysis.
Notably, all of the significant differences that we did observe
were sufficiently powered for our study.

We did not observe a significant difference between any
parameters in healthy eyes and mild NPDR except for SD, VD,
and FD of the SRL. This may be for several reasons. First, the
magnitude of the difference between these two DR severity
groups may be among the smallest that one would expect to
find among the analyses that we performed, and our sample
sizes were relatively small. Second, our study only assessed the
central 333-mm area centered on the fovea, and this may be
too limited an area to reliably detect early microvascular
changes. Future studies using 636-mm and larger fields may be
more sensitive to the earliest changes in DR. Lastly, it is likely
that the automated segmentation algorithms that are currently
being used are confounded by image artifacts that would
obscure the subtle changes in early DR in deeper layers. For
example, projection artifacts may confound image quality and
accuracy in the DRLs to an unknown degree, likely masking
any real changes in the deeper vascular plexuses.39 Although
some investigators have attempted to develop algorithms to
remove these artifacts, there is no ideal way to address this
issue at this time and every method of compensating for
projection artifacts so far has definitive confounding effects as
well.34,40 Also, use of full-thickness (nonsegmented) retinal
images decreases the sensitivity to minor changes in retinal
vasculature owing to the overlay of vessels in the 2D
representation of the 3D retinal vascular network. In our data
set, we found that there was a significant difference in SD, VD,
and FD in the segmented SRL between healthy eyes and mild
NPDR, and this may be because the SRL is the only layer that is
not prone to any of the segmentation errors and projection
artifacts. Therefore, we believe that use of the SRL is the most
sensitive way of assessing changes in retinal vascular param-
eters for early DR without macular edema at this point. Future
advances in segmentation methodology will probably over-
come this limitation.

We also did not observe a significant difference in any
parameter between severe NPDR and PDR regardless of
segmentation. This may be explained by many of the same
reasons outlined above. In addition, it is important to note that
the clinical finding distinguishing severe NPDR from PDR is the
development of extraretinal neovascularization, which most
often occurs outside the macula.41,42 Therefore, the clinical
classification between NPDR and PDR may not be a useful one
for grading more stepwise progression of disease with OCTA.

Our data revealed significant differences in almost all
parameters between eyes with mild NPDR with DME and
those with mild NPDR without DME within the SRL and DRL.
This pattern was not seen to the same extent in groups with
more advanced DR or in the nonsegmented group. There are
several possible reasons for these findings and the discrepancy

between segmented and nonsegmented analyses. First, histo-
logic evidence has definitively shown that DME is largely
localized to the layers of the retina that correspond with the
DRL in our segmentation scheme (see Supplemental Fig. S1 for
segmentation with OCTA).43–45 Therefore, it is likely that the
magnitude of the change in retinal vascular parameters is large
enough and localized sufficiently to the DRL such that our
current segmentation and SD-OCTA methods are sufficient for
detection. This is supported by the finding that the VDI was
significantly increased in most groups with DME regardless of
DR severity (Table 4). These results were not observed in the
nonsegmented analysis, likely because the 2D representation
of the 3D capillary networks make it less sensitive to loss of
DRL vessels.

From this study, we cannot say whether the vascular
changes we report in subjects with DME are a result of DME or
risk factors for DME, since we did not conduct a longitudinal
study following up patients with OCTA before, during, and
after development of DME. However, there are several
possibilities that may explain the changes we observed. First,
it is possible that the intraretinal cystoid spaces physically
displace the retinal capillaries into adjacent layers. Second, it is
possible that the intraretinal fluid attenuates, in some way, the
decorrelation signal from the adjacent capillaries, making them
undetectable. Third, it is possible that the mechanical pressure
associated with the intraretinal cystoid spaces prohibits blood
flow in adjacent capillaries. Lastly, it is possible that regions in
and around intraretinal fluid actually have occluded or
otherwise incompetent capillaries (that presumably led to
the DME). These would certainly be interesting and clinically
important possibilities to investigate in future studies.

We believe that SD is a more accurate measure of retinal
vascular changes because the skeletonized image normalizes
the diameter of larger vessels with that of capillaries, removing
the influence of vessel size on retinal perfusion measure-
ments.35 Of note, a similar concept to SD was recently
investigated in DR patients with skeletonized OCTA images by
Agemy et al.34 Our results are in agreement with that study.
However, our study used a different OCTA device, different
OCTA algorithm, and a different segmentation scheme that
includes analysis of nonsegmented OCTA images in addition to
segmented images. We investigated additional quantitative
parameters (VD, FD, and VDI) to accompany our SD
measurements and further characterized the changes in
vascular density and morphology with DR. Previous studies
using non-OCTA technology have attempted to use similar
quantitative indices to evaluate the retinal vasculature, but
with conflicting or nonsignificant findings.15–22 Although it is
difficult to accurately compare results among these studies
because of methodologic differences, the common limitation
of these studies remains the use of conventional FA and fundus
photos to reconstruct the vasculature for quantitative analysis,
thereby largely excluding capillary-level detail.23 The strength
of our study was that capillary-level detail was reliably included

TABLE 5. Power Analysis of Comparisons With Nonsegmented OCTA Images

SD VD FD VDI

Healthy vs. mild NPDR 0.004 (0.007) 0.018 (0.028) 0.007 (0.014) 0.051 (0.028)*

Healthy vs. severe NPDR 0.004 (0.020) 0.018 (0.073) 0.007 (0.041) 0.051 (0.109)

Healthy vs. PDR 0.004 (0.024) 0.018 (0.091) 0.007 (0.052) 0.051 (0.137)

Mild NPDR vs. severe NPDR 0.007 (0.012) 0.031 (0.046) 0.013 (0.028) 0.095 (0.081)†

Mild NPDR vs. PDR 0.007 (0.017) 0.031 (0.063) 0.013 (0.038) 0.095 (0.110)

Severe NPDR vs. PDR 0.009 (0.005)‡ 0.037 (0.018)§ 0.023 (0.010)jj 0.063 (0.029)¶

Differences detectable at 90% power based on the study group sample sizes are shown above, with real mean differences shown in parentheses.
The powers of comparisons in which differences could not be detected are indicated in superscripts. Power¼ *0.41, †0.79, ‡0.41, §0.35, jj0.31, and
¶0.32.
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in our measurements, and the strength of the correlation and
repeatability of the findings demonstrated the robustness of
these findings.

Our study had a number of limitations. First, our overall
sample size was modest and each of the cohorts representing
individual stages of DR was small. Therefore, it is difficult to
draw definitive conclusions from just this study alone.
Nevertheless, our results did confirm and extend previous
findings of microvascular changes in DR and also demonstrat-
ed the utility of our analysis methods in larger cohorts.
Second, a commonly acknowledged technical limitation of
OCTA remains the inclusion of projection artifacts, also
known as decorrelation tails, particularly in deeper levels of
OCTA images.4,34,39 Our methodology was also prone to this
error and we avoided making any attempt at correction of the
projection tails in this study because any such method would
introduce its own inherent confounding effect that is not
necessarily smaller in magnitude than the unknown magni-
tude of the projection artifact for any given image. Third,
automated segmentation algorithms are also prone to
segmentation errors owing to pathologic changes in the
retina that disrupt the proper detection of the anatomic
retinal layers. Although this was not a factor in our cohort of
diabetic subjects, it must always be considered as a source of
error, in which case manual segmentation would be needed
to restore the quality of the image. Lastly, our study was a
retrospective study with post hoc analyses that are subject to
inherent bias. Nevertheless, our study does provide the
framework for larger and prospective studies of retinal
vascular changes in diabetic retinopathy and other vascular
diseases.

The quantification of OCTA data offers a promising new
path of study and will likely be useful in the future as an
objective marker for progression of retinal disease such as
diabetic retinopathy. While conventional methods of catego-
rizing DR severity (e.g., indirect ophthalmoscopy, OCT, FA)
remain clinically relevant, they are subjective assessments and
may fail to catch small but clinically important changes in the
capillary networks that are reliably detected with OCTA and
evaluated with these types of quantitative algorithms.
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